
You just knew. 

When Jos Buttler lunged at the stumps with ball in glove, you knew as Martin Guptill dived 

despairingly into shot he hadn’t quite made his ground. 

It wasn’t the excellent camera work, frantic crease calculations or one of the glorious replays 

destined to be replayed a million times over which told the partisan, febrile crowd the long, 

torturous wait was over. 

Instinctively you knew it was the end of doubt, more than forty years of hurt, four years of 

fundamental rebuilding, six weeks of blood, toil, sweat and tears, about nine hours of nail-

decimating strife and a blissful second of incomparable, visceral joy.  

Disappointments, another oh-so-near, a quintessentially English close-but-no-cigar, over. 

It’s not the first time our sporting heroes or heroines have conquered the world. Nor is it the 

first time England have won cricket’s greatest tournament, as Heather Knight’s England 

triumphed at Lord’s only two years ago. But surely it was the most dramatic. 

 

We needed extra time at Wembley in 1966, in Sydney in 2003 and here too, but to describe it 

as incredible – as usually unruffled home captain Eoin Morgan admitted he had 50 times 

since lifting the trophy – would be underselling it.  

If Tiziano Crudeli (the Italian Ladbrokes ad man), Michael Bay and Jay from the 

Inbetweeners met to script the most Hollywood ending for a big-budget cricketing movie 

ever imagined, they wouldn’t have had a hope of conceiving the finish, the drama, the 

emotion. 

Tied. Twice! Draws in football are common. In rugby, not so much. In cricket? Try fewer 

than once in a blue moon. 241 each in 50 overs. 15 each in six balls, even the tie-breaker tied. 

The fact it came down to a rule no-one had even heard of before this tournament is testament 

to the phenomenal intensity of the scrap and how little there was between the sides.  

And yet 26 boundaries to New Zealand’s 17 was enough. Whichever ICC administrative 

automaton came up with it, it was and is an unimaginably cruel way to split the finalists in 

what was an otherworldly, superlative standard of cricket, sportsmanship and sport. 

 

New Zealand were good. Probably good enough to win, and with four deliveries left, 

probably going to win. 15 was needed, off their gun bowler, the consistently excellent Trent 

Boult. Expectation faded to hope and hope faded to prayer. 

But Ben Stokes – born in New Zealand! – written off eleven months ago as another spoilt, 

Cipriani-esque sportsman after a nightclub brawl, hauled his spent body into slog-sweeping 

an audacious six on bended knee, and then somehow achieving the same result the next ball. 

The rule is about as archaic and obscure as the stroke law which eventually gave England 

victory. As he dived to make a second run unlikely to trouble the Kiwi side or the scoreboard, 

the fielder’s throw clonked off his bat and escaped disconcertingly to the boundary.  



Six runs. Does that count? Alas, poor Williamson, aghast and helpless, the only spanner to 

the grandmaster’s plan coming as unexpectedly as a referee inadvertently deflecting it in 

from the halfway line on a football pitch.  

Typically for Stokes, even without looking he was middling it. More of a measure of the man 

was that young Jofra Archer admitted Stokes – whose final hopes were dashed by Carlos 

Brathwaite’s bludgeoning in the T20 final three years ago – had a calm word before the 

champagne super over. 

“Win or lose, today will not define you as a player.” Archer, world at his feet now, might 

disagree. 

 

New Zealand made a par, jerky 241. Henry Nicholls looked good with 55, Tom Latham with 

a breezy 47, the skipper a ponderous 30 from 77 balls whose value we only realised long 

afterwards. Middle-over master Liam Plunkett took three wickets, as did Chris Woakes, 

while silky Archer wrapped things up. 

England’s Jason Roy was almost done first ball but escaped on that tricky rule which saves a 

batsman from a delivery almost certainly hitting the stumps based on the umpire not spotting 

it. Fine margins. And still we were stifled. 

Until Stokes and Buttler came in, into a situation stickier than a stick insect on a sticky bun, it 

was almost over. 86-4, the hosts strangled by superb bowling, nerveless fielding and the 

tactics of ice-cold trio Williamson, Ross Taylor and wicketkeeper Latham. 

Boult caught Stokes but stepped onto the boundary rope, and Guptill instantly signalled a six. 

Even then their 110 partnership seemed to just delay the inevitable, and until four balls left it 

was proceeding laboriously, unstoppably, to ultimate defeat and endless recriminations. Fine 

margins. Then came the fireworks from Stokes and a tied score. 

And so a super over. Stokes, who dragged himself back from the brink of physical 

exhaustion, and Jos Buttler smashed a creditable 15 from Boult’s six balls. 

Creditable, at least, until a first-ball wide (just) and a gargantuan six from Jimmy Neesham 

off Archer. But the 24-year-old, boldly entrusted instead of Woakes, somehow then defended 

seven off four. Two twos, a single to give Guptill the last ball of the final as well as the first, 

and with just two needed, a solitary run. 

Neesham pelting flat out to the non-striker’s end was safe, you felt. Jason Roy, he of the 

costly misfield earlier that over, knew it. Morgan and half the country pointed the way. Hit 

Jos, as the lightning-quick Guptill scampered the twenty-two yards which must have felt like 

twenty-two miles. Hit Jos. 

Roy did. And on one miniscule patch of grass in St John’s Wood, it was over. Somehow, on a 

rule which cricket's lawmakers thought would never be used, over. For a diverse, battling 

England relying on a Dubliner to give the ball to someone born in Barbados to bring it home, 

over. 

And as the umpires requested a scarcely needed confirmatory replay and clicked ‘over’, it 

finally was. 


